Central generation of swimming activity in the hydrozoan jellyfish Aequorea aequorea.
Swimming in Aequorea is controlled by a network of electrically coupled neurons (swim motorneurons) located in the inner nerve ring. The network is made up of the largest neurons in the ring, up to 22 microns in diameter. Intracellular recordings from swim motorneurons reveal slow membrane potential oscillations and a superimposed barrage of synaptic "noise." The synaptic noise, but not the slow oscillations, is eliminated in seawater containing an elevated Mg++ concentration. The swim motorneurons produce a rapid burst of two to eight action potentials preceding each contraction of the subumbrella. Spontaneous bursting persists in high-Mg++ seawater. Injected ramp currents indicated a "bursty" character of the swim motorneurons as suprathreshold depolarizations produced repetitive bursting with an increasing burst frequency with increased depolarization. Hyperpolarizing currents locally blocked spiking in swim motorneurons. Intercellular coupling was demonstrated with Lucifer Yellow injection and dual electrode recordings. In dye fills, only the large neurons of the inner nerve ring were dye-coupled. Two pieces of evidence suggest that swim motorneurons activate the overlying epithelial cells via chemical synapses. First, direct synaptic connections have been noted in ultrastructural examination of the inner nerve ring region. Second, dual recordings from a swim motorneuron and an epithelial cell reveal a 1:1 correspondence between neuron spikes and epithelial synaptic potentials. The synaptic potentials occur with a latency as short as 3 ms which is constant in any one recording session. The results suggest that the swim motorneuron network of Aequorea not only performs a motorneuron function, but also serves as the pattern generator for swimming activity.